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Photography - ice project
Photography is about freezing a moment in time, and
some of our pupils have been exploring this concept
literally.

The materials needed to do this are simple household
objects. Our pupils explored symbols of time, spring
and the lockdown. Here are some of their excellent
outcomes.
Have a go at home by following these steps:
The first step you’ll need to take is to choose an object to freeze.
This object needs to be small enough to fit inside a box that will go
in the freezer. A strong object is best, after-all it needs to survive
the freezing process. The object should also have some point of
interest. Why are you freezing this object? So, what kinds of objects
might be worth trying? Consider the following:


Food – Raid the freezer for things to freeze! Fish works great,
you can get some from a fish market and then freeze them.



Money – Both coins and paper money can work well when
frozen, though if the value of the paper money is high freeze at your own risk.



Metal objects – The way ice freezes around metal, especially things like metal screws can
create great patterns in the ice.



Flowers – Another still life favorite, this time frozen for some ice photography for a
different twist.
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Lower 4 Spanish dive into the past
This term Lower 4 Spanish have been
learning how to describe events using
past verb tenses. One project was to
imagine a holiday they had been on; as
you can see, some of them were very
creative! We thought it would be
interesting for you to see the writing in
the development stage rather than the
finished product.
Producing your own written language is
all about absorbing through reading and
listening first, practising key verbs and
vocabulary, then finally writing your own
version including language learnt previously and also looking up new individual nouns, adjectives
and infinitives of verbs (NOT using google translate!).
To help the pupils improve their writing, Mrs Wilson uses a colour coded system: green is good
(the teacher has corrected it); blue you do (the pupil has to try to work out what needs to
change) and pink ticks show particularly impressive language structures. The work is then
discussed individually with pupils, which has worked very well in separate breakout rooms on
Zoom where screens can be shared. Mrs Wilson has been delighted with the high standard of
writing Lower 4 have produced- ¡ fantástico!

Click the following link to see a video of Lua’s work - https://youtu.be/Txl9P5TC1bY
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Lower 5 use Focus Educational Software in Science
Lower 5 had fun carrying out
experiments using our new Focus
Educational Software last week.

The triple science group investigated
the principle of moments using a
seesaw and masses. It became clear
that when the system was in
equilibrium the sum of the clockwise
moments was equal to the sum of the
anti-clockwise moments.
All pupils in lower 5 used the simulation
pictured above to verify Newton’s
second law of motion. By moving the masses from the trolley to the hanger pupils were able to
increase the force pulling the trolley. The data logger then measured the acceleration of the
trolley. A straight-lined graph was produced which passed through the origin, proving that force
is directly proportional to acceleration.

A Level Maths revision Kahoot
The Upper 6 A Level mathematicians have
continued to make excellent progress during
lockdown. This week we enjoyed a Kahoot quiz
to help revise some of the pure mathematics
that we have covered over the last five terms.
The class have remained incredibly well
motivated, which should result in some very
strong grades this summer.
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Think it - want it - believe it!
This is the winning three-word phrase from
Tuesday’s National Careers Week Challenge.
Congratulations go to Upper 4G who won the form
challenge to create a short phrase to motivate
young people as they move forward and consider
the future. It was closely-run as there were several
very good entries from other groups across High
School.
Each morning this week during the Registration Zoom, pupils in High School were given a short
challenge relating to developing skills, a crucial aspect of Careers education. The week started
with a film about hope and positive thinking, leading to Tuesday’s three-word challenge to
encapsulate our hopes for the future after such an unexpected and unusual experience.
Wednesday saw Challenge 3 which was all about practicing problem-solving by attempting three
knotty puzzles. The challenge on Thursday was linked to World Book Day, of course, and
encouraged forms to work as a team to examine all the job roles involved in creating a book.
Today’s challenge allowed pupils to consider the vast range and diversity of skills that they (and
their teachers!) have developed and called upon over the last twelve months, which will continue
to serve them well as they move along their career pathways.
All of the challenges are now on the Careers section of Firefly (under Careers Week), including
the Hope film and the runner-up inspirational phrases. Links to a comprehensive range of
resources for both pupils and parents to support all aspects of Careers guidance can also be
found on Careers Firefly. As always, please email marlene.sharrock@gatewaysschool.co.uk if you
would like to discuss any aspects of Careers.

A big foodie thank you to pupils & parents!
This term pupils in Lower 3, Upper 3 and Upper 4 have continued their
food practical lessons remotely. They have enjoyed learning new practical
skills and making a variety of different recipes; they have all worked so
hard.
We are very grateful of the support provided at home by parents and
guardians to enable live food lessons to take place. The pupils and Mrs
Holmes have had lots of fun cooking and we hope everyone has enjoyed

what has been made. We also hope all the washing up was done and
kitchens were left clean and tidy..?!
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New digital art club - coming soon!
Lower 4 have been continuing with their class work and
developing further independent work at home. We have seen
a surge of interest in digital art over lockdown, and as a result
we will be commencing an extracurricular club when school
resumes next week. The digital art club will be open to KS3
on a rota, details to follow soon.
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Studying the moon
Last week Mrs Titman received this message from Eleanor in Lower 4
‘This half term I have been reflecting on your assembly from a while ago where you talked about
taking up a new hobby. My dad has a telescope and I took this picture of the moon today. I hope
you like it! I thought the fact that you could see the craters at the bottom was very cool!’

Earlier this year I gave an assembly where I talked about some of the
hobbies I have enjoyed. These include model making, crafting, model railways and stamp
collecting. I encouraged everyone to try out something new away from a computer; something
that would help develop new skills and help with relaxation.
I was delighted to receive this image fabulous image of the Moon from Eleanor. If you have tried
out a new hobby or learnt a new skill, why not let us know about it?

World Book Day
Pupils in Lower 3 through to Upper 4 enjoyed
sharing their favourite books during English lessons
on Thursday and Friday, along with English
teachers and Mrs Sharrock. They described
favourite books from early childhood that held
special memories, as well as significant stories that
they have read more recently.
We were reminded that books are very powerful
tools, and as Mrs McKeefry eloquently suggested,
they act as comfort blankets when we are most in
need of reassurance, escapism and inspiration.

